NOT TO WORRY… FUGOO TO THE RESCUE!
Lost something? Don’t worry—we understand. After all, your life is busy, there are plenty of
distractions, and the trails are often rocky. Things are bound to go MIA once in a while. That’s why
Fugoo offers a replacement Accessory Pack, complete with the stylish USB charging cable, an AC
adapter, the 3.5mm Stereo Cable, and the Travel Pouch. Your Fugoo can last for almost 2 days straight,
but you know the days go by fast in this life—so if you’ve lost your recharging cables, the absence of
music is just around the corner. Power back up with the Fugoo Accesory Pack.
ARE YOU PREPARED…FOR WHATEVER HAPPENS?
Planning that long trip and want to make sure you have everlasting music? Plan ahead and get a
replacement pack for all your Fugoo speaker’s needs…just in case. And there is always a “case” that
happens in your active and adventurous life. You know as well as anyone it’s better to have something
and not need it. And who wants to go without music, especially when you need it most—on the face of
that mounatin or in that perfect romantic moment around the campfire. So be prepared for the
elements and get the Accessory Pack now—the parts you need to have so that you never have to need.

BEAM ME UP, FUGOO
How cool is this? Seriously. Say hello to the future, the digital age—a time when high-tech meets the
stylish and welcomes in the tough. Say hello to the ultra-cool Remote Control for Fugoo speakers. Wear
it on your wrist or on a necklace lanyard, and never worry about the wrong song coming on at the wrong
time. Adjust your playlist from across the room, so you don’t have to move when that really great
conversation just shouldn’t be interupted. Oh, and if her beer needs opening, Fugoo Remote Control
just happens to have a bottle opener built in. Fugoo Remote Control—the all-night, any-scene, swissarmy ultimate in remotes.
IS IT A WATCH? IS IT A BRACELT? OR IS IT SIMPLY THE COOLEST REMOTE EVER?
Concerned with fasion? No worries—we got this. A high-tech bracelet fashioned like a watch of the
future, Fugoo’s Remote Control fits with any style, any vibe, any image…as long as you’re part of this
century, that is. Use it in the snow, the rain, at the beach or that late night party. No water, sand, dirt, or
even champaign blasts will damage your Fugoo Remote or your Fugoo Speaker. The Remote Control is
just one more innovation in an elite line of Fugoo products designed for the elegant, built for the tough,
and developed with conveninece in mind.

AS ACTIVE AND AS VERSATILE AS YOU ARE
With Fugoo’s versatile Multi Mount, you’ll never have to be without music again. Fasten Fugoo to your
backpack or carbiner, your belt strap or even just your pants. Fugoo is built for sand and sun, sleet and
snow, dirt and rain. With such adaptibility, it only makes sense to have a multifacted mounting system
that can weather the storm or take the heat. With tripod mounting cabailitiy, a rope or caribiner loop,
and a clip for straps or belts, the Multi Mount takes music from the previously impossible to the totally
doable… Sound familiar? Just like you, tough as nails and ready to go anywhere, the Fugoo Multi Mount
is willing and able.
ANYTIME, ANYWEHRE, ANY SPEED
Like to go fast? We get it. But why should that stop the music? With the Fugoo Multi Mount, no activity
rules out great tunes. From skating along the beach to snowboarding down the park, from climbing that
multi-pitch face to camping 3000 feet above sea level, the Fugoo Multi Mount makes all things and all
terrains music friendly. Hike it. Climb it. Skate it. Do it. You don’t care when or where—you’re always
ready. And with the Multi Mount, so is Fugoo.

PLAY HARD. PLAY FAST. JUST PLAY.
Take your Fugoo anywhere you go. Seriously, anywhere. Strap it around the post of the beach volleyball
net, the basketball hoop, the goal post, the field fence—like we said, anywhere. Velcro powered and
easy to take on and off, the Strap Mount means your Fugoo speaker can join the game totally hasslefree. And don’t worry about the ball damaging the speaker, of course. With Fugoo Sport and Fugoo
Tough, no ball—heck, no rock—could hurt this amazing Bluetooth speaker. With the Strap Mount,
Fugoo is always ready to do some damage, without taking any damage.
DAY OR NIGHT. VETICAL OR UPSIDE DOWN.
When the day is done and it’s time for a little R&R, use the Fugoo strap mount to take your speaker
anywhere the party goes. Fasten your stylish speaker to the back of a beach chair, the base of a poker
table, or even around a tree for that Summer keg party in the woods. Want to take the Speaker down
and put it at the end of bar? Easy breezy: the Strap Mount snaps in and out of your Fugoo speaker
quickly and effortlessly. Jam it out by day, groove it in by night. Anytime, anywhere—Fugoo is there.

WHO EVER THOUGHT MUSIC COULD TRAVEL THIS FAR?
The sun is setting, the path is smooth, and the music is alive and grooving. Whether it’s a lazy ride on
your beach cruiser or you’re blasting down the mountain off-road as usual, your Fugoo speaker won’t
budge when using the Fugoo Bike Mount. For all those cool and smooth afternoons, for any of those
rough and tough early mornings, the Bike Mount lets Fugoo ride along into the sunset or down that
next-level trail. Bump it. Shift it. Jam it. Ride it—any way you want. With the Fugoo Bike Mount, your
tough-as-nails speaker is in it for the long haul, any which way it comes.
YOU DON’T STOP WHERE THE BIKE TRAIL ENDS. WHY SHOULD YOUR SPEAKER?
Leaving the bike behind to do some hiking? No problemo. Fugoo’s Bike Mount also secures to walking
sticks, poles, skis, canes, or any other type of bars you use along the trails. Even fasten it to a nearby
branch when it’s time to relax by a stream and take in the forest. The sounds of nature and good music,
anytime, anywhere—never an issue for Fugoo. And so, never an issue for you!

